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Abstract
Motivation plays the leading role in the organization of the personality structure. It is a driving force of the
activity. Motivation accounts for the behavior and activity and has a great impact on professional
self-determination and person’s satisfaction with the work. The problem of professional motivation formation of
a future specialist is considered in the article. The professional motivation is defined as an action of concrete
motives that facilitate the decision of choosing a future profession and provide a long performance of
professional duties. The research was conducted on the basis of Penza State University of Architecture and
Construction and the Association “University Educational Complex” including various stages of education.
Efficiency of continuity of professional motivation formation of future specialist at all grade levels is noted.
Keywords: professional motivation, future specialist, regional educational complex, grade levels, continuity
1. Introduction
Standard and substantial bases of professional activity induce modern specialists to manifest both profound
professional knowledge or skills and interests in the process of activity and in the results of work (Rani &
Kumar-Lenka, 2012).
Interest of the personality in productive professional self-expression is shown under the influence of a set of
factors among which an important role is played by the professional motivation formed in the course of
vocational guidance and preparation (Batyshev, 1998).
The traditional model of vocational guidance of the personality directly relies on society requirements in the
considered region. A future specialist isn’t trained for a choice of the future professional activity. The changes
which happen in the course of professional activity and, respectively, in vocational guidance of future specialist,
increase the importance of a subjective basis of a professional choice (Kargina, 2015). It reveals the problem to
form early motivation of professional self-determination (Côté & Levine, 1997; Federici & Skaalvikm, 2014). At
present time the interests, tendencies, requirements and abilities of students become a decisive factor while
choosing one’s professional activity (Kutty, 2014).
Establishments of the general and professional education purposefully look for ways of professionalizing of
training at all stages of educational process. The aim of school programs reforming is to change the content of
education offering students the modern training material according to the development of society, science,
technology as well as to develop a system of the gained knowledge demanded by their future professional
activity (Pavlova, 2009). They stimulate formation and development of professional motivation of future
specialists.
Methods and technologies of organization of personality training at different stages have to correspond, on the
one hand, to the reached level of development of students, and on the other hand to motivate them to
professional self-determination.
Among the most essential features of professional motivation formation there are certain principles of education
system development. They are regional orientation, versatility, multilevelness, integration with educational
institutions of secondary professional education (Cervero, 2000; Friedman & Phillips, 2004; Miroshnichenko &
Gaivoronskaya, 2014). Integration of educational programs of various education levels within a higher
educational institution has been widely applied recently.
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Creation of the university educational complexes uniting the establishments of preschool, general and
professional education became one of realization forms of the above-mentioned innovative principles. An
example of a versatile educational complex is Association “University Educational Complex” functioning on the
basis of Penza State University of Architecture and Construction (Kargina, 2008). This complex includes
kindergartens, schools, lyceums, colleges.
The model of the personality entry into a profession through a university educational complex differ from a
traditional way of professional formation of the personality. The activities of a university educational complex
for vocational guidance of students realizing the principles of sequence and continuity in education promote
formation of professional motivation of future specialist at all grade levels.
2. Method
University Educational Complex promotes formation of a direct professional motive that provides higher quality
of vocational training of a specialist.
For practical justification of this hypothetical statement we developed the research algorithm including the
stating experiment, the forming experiment, productive and estimating experiment.
The purpose of the initial stating experiment is defined as confirming of formation level of professional
motivation of future specialists at the time of the forming experiment beginning (experiment was organized on
the basis of University Educational Complex).
The task of the stating experiment is to determine the initial level of professional motivation formation in control
and experimental groups (Table 1).
Table 1. Groups of the students and graduates of association “University Educational Complex”
Control group

Experimental group

1. The students who finished traditional
educational institution and begin to study in a
higher educational institution of Association
“University Educational Complex” (Penza State
University of Architecture and Construction).

1. The students who finished traditional
educational institution and begin to study in a
higher educational institution of Association
“University Educational Complex” (Penza State
University of Architecture and Construction).

2. The graduates (4-6 course) of Penza State
University of Architecture and Construction who
entered the Association “University Educational
Complex”
from
traditional
educational
institutions.

2. The graduates (4-6 course) of Penza State
University of Architecture and Construction who
entered the Association “University Educational
Complex”
from
traditional
educational
institutions.

3. The working graduates of Penza State
University of Architecture and Construction (3-5
years) who entered the university of Association
from traditional educational institution.

3. The working graduates of Penza State
University of Architecture and Construction (3-5
years) who entered the university of Association
from traditional educational institution.

Having determined the initial level of professional motivation formation of future specialists we planned to carry
out the forming experiment which purpose was the formation of professional motivation at the University
Educational Complex.
The tasks of the forming experiment are:
•

Implementation of the social and pedagogical projects aiming at forming professional motivation of future
specialists;

•

Application of opportunities of collective and group activity of students and teachers of association
“university educational complex” for formation of professional motivation of future specialists;

•

Introduction professionally oriented elements into teaching general education subjects.

The purpose of productive and estimated experiment was determined as confirming the level of forming
professional motivation of future specialists reached during the forming experiment stage.
The problems of productive and estimated experiment were to determine the level of professional motivation
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formation reached during forming experiment stage in control and experimental groups (Table 1).
To study the entrance motivation and the choice of future specialty of the Penza State University of Architecture
and Construction the students of control and experimental groups were asked the following questions:
•

Why did you choose this faculty (specialty)?

•

Why did you choose this higher education institution (Penza State University of Architecture and
Construction)?

•

Who influenced your choice of profession?

The applicants answered the first question of the questionnaire as follows: “I chose this profession as I would
like to improve the quality of paving. It shouldn’t differ from the European countries…” (Maxim K., aged 17,
the chosen specialty is “Highways and airfields”). “In Russia there were always bad roads. It’s a pity! It’s high
time to solve this problem. I will try to do my best for it…” (Alexey V., aged 19, the same specialty) or “I was
always disturbed by the condition of our roads. I wanted to learn how they are constructed…” (Nikolay E., aged
17, the same specialty). Many answers concern the road situation in Russia. It proves that fact that before
entering a higher educational institution students are already aware of the specifics of their future professional
activity. It would be natural to such widespread specialties as a lawyer, an economist, a doctor, a teacher…But
the specialties at Automobile and road institute of the Penza State University of Architecture and Construction
are rather new.
In the experimental group such answers were given: “Technology of transport processes” is the most prestigious
specialty! Besides it is highly paid…” (Pavel R., aged 17, the chosen specialty–“Technology of transport
processes”), “It is a perspective profession. Always it is possible to find a good job…” (Yury B., aged 17, the
same specialty), “This specialty is in great demand now. I see great prospect in future. I always wanted to
become a road construction engineer…” (Evgeny F., aged 18, the chosen specialty–“Highways and airfields”), “I
chose a perspective profession. Having this specialty it is possible to apply for a job at the Customs, police
etc…” (Tatyana P., aged 17, specialty–“Technology of transport processes”). In this selection pragmatic motives
prevail. However they show that the choice of students is conscious. They are familiar with specifics of the
future profession and see great possibility of practical application of knowledge and skills acquired at the
educational institutions of Association “University Educational Complex”. The positive motivation of students
that promotes interest in receiving a chosen specialty is perspective.
Answering the second question of the questionnaire “Why did you chose this higher education institution?” the
applicants were almost unanimous. The following answers dominate. “At school I learned about the specialty
“Technology of Transport Processes”. Such specialty is trained only at the Penza State University of Architecture
and Construction…” (Peter P., 17 years) or “I graduated from automobile and road technical college. I wanted to
expand the gained knowledge at the automobile and road institute of the Penza state University of Architecture
and Construction…” (Alexey K., aged 19, specialty–“Highways and airfields”). The answers of students show
the orientation on concrete specialization trained at the establishments of the general and primary professional
education of University Educational Complex of Penza State University of Architecture and Construction is
visible. Future applicants were initially oriented the specialties existing at the Penza state University of
Architecture and Construction. Students can realize need for receiving a concrete profession in the higher
education institution heading Association “University Educational Complex” (Penza State University of
Architecture and Construction).
The question “Who influenced your choice of profession?” in experimental group was answered as follows:
•

Teachers at school, at gymnasium, at technical college–48.7%

•

Own choice–20%

•

Parents (have such specialty)–14.5%

•

Relatives, acquaintances–10.8%

•

Friends (already studying at Penza State University of Architecture and Construction)–6%

Similar results testify that most of the choice of specialty of future students was created as a result of training in
educational institutions of University Educational Complex of Penza State University of Architecture and
Construction: at schools of Association (in case of receiving the general education) or technical colleges of
Association (in case of receiving primary professional education). In establishments of Association “University
Educational Complex” students were oriented in choice of profession, received the first data on the interested
specialty and learned about the ways of further education. So the first-year student Alexander B. wrote in the
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essay “My Future Profession”: “This year I finished school, but long before I knew that my future training is
connected with Penza State University of Architecture and Construction. After the ninth grade I chose training at
a profile class specializing automobiles and roads. Some years ago I had only the general ideas of this specialty.
But I liked cars and everything that is connected with them very much. Being a school leaver I learned what
specifically professions can be received on this profile what each of them is about. Since then I am sure that my
profile is ‘Technology of Transport Processes’. Now, having become a student, I am convinced of it more and
more …”
The answer “myself, it is my own choice” (the second place in popularity–20%) in most cases, isn’t sincere.
Students (possible unconsciously) were influenced by teachers, parents, friends, mass media etc. But this
influence led to that fact that the motive of a choice of a certain specialty became true, own for the applicant. It
gives students the feeling of independence and responsibility for the choice.
Parents (that is visible from results of research–14.5%) also have a great influence on the choice of profession
for students. In this group it is possible to follow some tendencies:
•

Some appliants want to carry on family tradition and choose the same specialty as their parents: “My
mother graduated from the Penza State University of Architecture and Construction and advised me to enter
it too…” (Nikolay P., 17 years).

•

Other group of applicants gave the similar answer taking their parents as an example. “My life was
connected with my father’s occupation and I don’t imagine a different profession. But I want to get more
profound knowledge of this specialty therefore I decided to graduate…” (Yury B., 17 years).

Relatives, acquaintances (10.8%) and friends (6%) influenced the choice of a higher education institution and
specialty less. “Many acquaintances from my village are studying here. I decided to try, too…” (Ekaterina S.,
aged 17). In the experimental group there is also a share of false, casual motives.
The answers of the first three questions in the control group are much different. Their analysis shows that the
specialty choice motives in most cases are false: “I chose this specialty almost by incident. I didn’t know that it
is connected with roads…” is written by a first-year student Sergey M., aged 18. In many answers there is the
only desire to get a diploma. “I chose this specialty as I need to have a diploma of higher education.” (Vladimir
S., 18 years). This student found it difficult to explain the need of receiving the diploma of this specialty. In this
case his answer is probably affected by the prestige of training at higher education institution. However, without
understanding the possibility of the specialty practical application the diploma won’t bring benefit to neither a
university graduate, nor national economy (James, Baldwin, & McInnis, 1999).
In the control group the question “Who influenced your choice of profession?” was answered as follows:
•

Parents, relatives–61%

•

Friends–20%

•

School teachers–10%

•

The choice was absolutely casual–9%

The received results show that the parents have the maximum influence on future students’ replies. “My mother
had great impact on my choice. She approved this higher education institution.” (Roman V., 18 years), “Parents
wanted me to get this profession. But I also enjoy this profession.” (Maxim I., 17 years), “The father as he had
studied here had great impact on the choice.” (Elena S., 17 years). As similar answers show the passive part is
assigned to entrants. In the first case the higher education institution was approved by the mother, in the second –
parents wanted their children to get such profession. A first-year student, just to justify, writes that he himself is
eager to have this profession too.
The similar tendency has both positive and negative items:
•

On the one hand, the positive moment is the fact that young people are much subjected to the influence of
their parents or relatives. It is possible to be sure that the close loving people wish children only success in
life and, therefore, their advice will be directed on achieving the maximum progress for the younger
generation. Besides adults or parents have enough experience and already faced the problems of choosing a
profession and future employment (Hossler, Schmit, &Vesper, 1998).

•

On the other hand, the specialty choice on the advice of parents can’t help to create true motive of
professional activity. In most cases parents’ advice isn’t democratic, it carries an authoritative feature. And
the young people lack the opportunity to make one’s own decision on the professional activity where it is
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possible to realize oneself.
Friends (20%) who influence the choice take the second place: “Most of my friends are studying at the
automobile and road faculty of the Penza State University of Architecture and Construction. They told me that
they liked to study there. Besides they will always help me…” (Nikolay I., 17 years).
The negative is that the extent of textures influence takes only the third place (10%) following parents
and…friends!? The professionals who got special pedagogical education don’t use all the opportunities and take
only a penultimate place in a rating of factors influencing the choice of professional specialization of students. It
is necessary to use all means and methods for vocational guidance of students and the message of elementary
knowledge, skills of the chosen specialty for it. Everything that is studied at school and then at a higher
education institution has to be aimed at professional activity of future specialists first of all (Huang, 2013).
The following questions of the questionnaire were asked to students of 3-4 courses:
•

Aren’t you disappointed with your future profession after 3 or 4 years of study at the automobile and road
institute of Penza State University of Architecture and Construction?

•

What profession would you choose again when finished secondary school?

Being satisfied with their first choice the students of 3 or 4 course of study gave the same answer. They named
the trained specialty or some that is close to it.
In the control group the following results are received:
•

Aren’t disappointed in the chosen profession–75%;

•

Are disappointed and wouldn’t like to work in the specialty–25%.

The students of the control group who expressed satisfaction with their future professional activity (75%) are
more careful in the statements: “At the moment I am not disappointed yet while I enjoy my profession.” (Alexey
I, the 3rd course), “I am not disappointed, but the specialty is difficult. Examinations are especially difficult.”
(Marína G., the 3rd course). Having studied at the university for 3 or 4 years, the students got acquainted with
specifics of the future professional activity and in their professional outlook the positive motivation prevails: “I
like to study here very much. I think that I will never be disappointed with this profession” (Yulya G., the 4th
course), “Having entered this higher education institution, I definitely didn’t know what my future profession is
about. But now I am carried away more and more by my specialty.” (Nikolay E., 3rd course). In the answers,
students show that in return they will use the maximum efforts: “…though it is difficult to study, but I will try
very much…” (Alexey S., the 3rd course).
25% of students of 3-4 courses aren’t satisfied with the chosen profession and wouldn’t like to work in the
specialty. Answering the question “What profession would you choose again when finished secondary school?”
the students gave preference to such specialties as:
•

A lawyer (“It is fashionable”, “Legal education is is in demand at present”, “I want to be aware of
laws”)–46%

•

An economist, a financier (“it is paid much”, “It is possible to get a good job”)–28%

•

A policeman–16%

•

Other professions–10%

Apparently from comments of students, in a choice of new professions, as well as in the first case, false motives
prevail. Students are guided by prestige of a profession, having only the extremely superficial idea of contents of
the chosen profession. Students don’t pay attention to the great extent of specialists having legal or economic
education at the labor market and to the difficulties of employment.
Studying of training motives of students of University Educational Complex Association of Penza State
University of Architecture and Construction was promoted by using the technique “Studying of motives of the
educational activity of students” (Rean, 1994; Yakunin, 1994). This technique suggests students to choose five
most significant motives of educational activity from the given list.
The offered list contains the following motives:
1) To become a highly qualified specialist.
2) To get a diploma.
3) To continue training on the subsequent courses with success.
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4) To study and pass examinations successfully.
5) To get a grant constantly.
6) To acquire profound knowledge.
7) To be constantly ready for the new occupations.
8) Not to lag behind in studying the subjects of an educational cycle.
9) Not to lag behind fellow students.
10) To provide success of future professional activity.
11) To fulfill pedagogical requirements.
12) To reach the respect of teachers.
13) To be an example for fellow students.
14) To achieve approval of parents and people around.
15) To avoid condemnation and punishment for bad study.
16) To have intellectual satisfaction.
In the qualitative analysis of the leading motives of educational activity of each student and at all selection the
frequency of a choice of this or that motive was determined.
When questioning students of the control group of beginners training at Penza State University of Architecture
and Construction the following hierarchical sequence of the leading motives of educational activity was
revealed:
1) To gain a diploma
2) To get a grant constantly.
3) To study and pass examinations successfully.
4) Not to lag behind fellow students.
5) To achieve approval of parents and people around.
The chosen motives of educational activity in the control group are distinguished by a pragmatic orientation: to
get a diploma, to get a grant. The motives that are directed to the avoidance of failures, but not the achievement
of success dominate. Te applicants would like not to lag behind fellow students. They don’t want to get profound
knowledge but simply want not to be worse than other students. The motive “To study successfully, to pass
examinations” is directed to the achievement of this purpose. Entrants of this group study not for themselves, not
for future successful professional activity, but for parents or for assessment. Allocation of motive “To achieve
approval of parents and people around” testifies to it.
Testing of entrants of the experimental group showed that the leading motives of their educational activity are:
1) To become a highly qualified specialist.
2) To get a diploma.
3) To acquire profound knowledge
4) To provide success of future professional activity.
5) To study and pass examinations successfully.
The dominating motive is the requirement “to become a highly qualified specialist”. Having got the general or
primary professional education in University Educational Complex, respondents of this group have a clear idea
of the contents of the future professional activity and understand that for success in a profession it is necessary to
become a highly qualified specialist who has not just sufficient volume of knowledge, abilities, skills, but
excellent knowledge.
However in hierarchy of the leading motives of successful activity the motive of getting a diploma is on the
second place. This pragmatic motive is present both in the control, and experimental groups. Perhaps, the
diploma represents for students peculiar “admission” in future professional life, represents material expression of
that knowledge, abilities, skills which were gained during the study at the higher education institution.
The diploma is still more inaccessible symbol of success estimated above, than motive of profound knowledge
which takes only the third place after motive of getting a diploma.
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For students of the experimental group the motive “To acquire profound knowledge” is fundamental for
realization of motive “To provide success of future professional activity”, taking the 4th place in the list of the
dominating motives of educational activity.
The last place in the hierarchy of motives is taken by the motive “to study and pass examinations successfully”
that is probably, connected with a pragmatic motive “To get a diploma”. For many students the purpose is not
simply to get a diploma, but the most successful one.
The similar test technique was offered for the graduates of Penza State University of Architecture and
Construction (4-5 courses). In the control group as the main motives of training were noted:
1) To study and pass examinations successfully.
2) To get a diploma.
3) To provide success of future professional activity.
4) To acquire profound knowledge
5) Not to lag behind fellow students
The dominating motive in the control group of graduates of Penza State University of Architecture and
Construction is the motive “to study and pass examinations successfully”. Possibly, this motive is connected with
the motive “To get a diploma”, taking the second place in the hierarchy, but not with the motive “To acquire
profound knowledge”, taking only a penultimate place. Good marks for these students aren’t an equivalent of
excellent knowledge, and serve as the purpose for getting a good diploma.
In the control group of graduates of Penza State University of Architecture and Construction it is possible to
remove the following regularity: it is necessary “to study and pass examinations successfully” to “get a diploma”.
It is necessary “To get a diploma” to “provide success of future professional activity”.
The last place in the list of the dominating motives of educational activity for the graduates of Penza State
University of Architecture and Construction is taken by the motive “Not to lag behind fellow students” that
confirms results of tests for achievement of progress and avoiding of failures. The students who entered the
Penza State University of Architecture and Construction from traditional educational institutions kept an
orientation on avoiding of failures both during training in higher education institution, and at the beginning of
professional activity. The motive “Not to lag behind fellow students” is bright manifestation of this orientation
among the graduates of the Penza State University of Architecture and Construction of 4-5 courses.
In the experimental group of final years students of Penza State University of Architecture and Construction such
motives of study were mentioned:
1) To become a highly qualified specialist.
2) To acquire profound knowledge
3) To provide success of future professional activity.
4) To study and pass examinations successfully.
5) To get a diploma.
The leading places in this hierarchy are taken by the motives connected with future professional activity: “To
become a highly qualified specialist”, “To acquire profound knowledge”, “To provide success of future
professional activity” that testifies to successful professional motivation during training in higher education
institution of University Educational Complex.
Two last places are taken by pragmatic motives of study: “to study and pass examinations successfully”, “To get
a diploma”. But comparing with the motives of the graduates from the control group, the motive “To acquire
profound knowledge” precedes here the motives of good marks and getting a diploma. The motive of acquiring
knowledge dominates. Estimates only accompany knowledge acquisition process, and the diploma is its material
expression.
The technique “Motivation of training in higher education institution” (Ilyin, 2002) is directed to the research of
professional motivation. The analysis of research results in the control and experimental groups of beginners
training at Penza State University of Architecture and Construction by this technique shows the regularity
expressed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Results
R
of testinng using the teechnique “Mottivation of traiining in higherr education insstitution” in grroups
of beginneers training at P
Penza State Un
niversity of Arrchitecture andd Construction
Scale

Control groupp

Expperimental grou
up

Maxximum result

Acquisittion of knowleedge

7.6 points

11.3 points

1 points
12.6

Masterinng a professionn

5.9 points

8.1 points

10 points

9 points

4.6 points

10 points

Getting a diploma

o scales testifiees to an adequaate choice of a profession annd satisfaction with
Prevalencee of motives on the first two
it. The techhnique allows expressing do
omination of thhis or that motiive quantitativeely.
The ratio of
o the dominating motives in
i the control aand experimenntal group of beginners
b
trainning at Penza State
Universityy of Architectuure and Constru
uction is presennted visually on
o the Figure 1.
1

12
10
8
Know
wledge

6

Profe
ession

4

Diplo
oma

2
0
C
Control
grroup

E
Experim.
group

Figure 1. Results
R
of testiing using the technique
t
“Mootivation of traiining in higherr education insstitution” in grroups
of beginnners training at
a Penza State University of Architecture and
a Constructioon
In the conntrol group of beginners traiining at the P
Penza State Unniversity of Arrchitecture and Constructionn the
number off points for “Getting a diploma” (9 poinnts from 10 possible)
p
prevaail. A smaller number of ppoints
accounts for
f “Acquisitioon of knowleedge” (7.6 poiints from 12.66 possible). The
T minimum result is takeen by
“Masteringg a professionn”. Quantitativee results of thiis technique coonfirm the ressult received inn the control ggroup
of beginneers training att Penza State University off Architecture and Construcction by meanns of the technnique
“Studying the motives oof the educatio
onal activity”. The dominatinng motive in the
t specified group
g
is the m
motive
of getting a diploma. Appplicants don’tt mention the nneed of knowlledge acquisitiion and practiccally don’t connnect
the trainingg at a higher eeducation instittution with maastering a futurre profession.
In the expperimental group the maxim
mum attention is paid to acqquisition of kn
nowledge (11.33 points from 12.6
possible). Thus, under the influencee of professioonal motivation in educatiional institutions of Univeersity
Educationaal Complex, students connect knowledge acquisition with mastering a profession (8.1 points from
m 10
possible). “Getting a dipploma” has onlly 4.6 points frrom 10 possiblle that is minim
mum. The receeived result, ass well
as in the control
c
group,, corresponds to the result rreceived by thhe previous tecchnique determ
mining the leaading
motives off training in a hhigher educatio
on institution.
The similar technique was offered for students oof 4-5 coursees training at the Penza State Universitty of
Architectuure and Construuction (Table 3).
3
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Table 3. Results
R
of testting using thee technique “M
Motivation of training in a higher educattion institutionn” in
groups of graduates
g
studdying at the Pen
nza State Univversity of Archhitecture and Construction
C
Scale

Control
C
group

Expeerimental grou
up

Maxximum result

Acquisittion of knowleedge

6.1 points

10.6 points

12.6 points

Masterinng a professionn

7.8 points

9.4 points

10 points

Getting a diploma

8.1 points

5 points

10 points

t educationaal activity in experimental
e
and
a control grroups of graduuates
The ratio of the leadingg motives of the
training at the Penza Staate University of
o Architecturee and Construcction is represeented on the Fiigure 2:

12
10
8
Know
wledge

6

Profe
ession

4

Diplo
oma

2
0
Co
ontrol
grroup

E
Experim.
group

Figure 2. Results of teesting using th
he technique “M
Motivation of training in a higher educatioon institution” in
groups off graduates of the Penza Statte University of
o Architecturee and Constructtion
In the conttrol group of ggraduates theree appeared connsiderable channges:
1) “Masterring a profession” that has 5..9 points in thee group of begginners training
g in a higher edducation instituution
increased up to 7.8 poiints in the ansswers of univeersity graduates. It became possible thannks to professional
motivationn and professiionally focuseed training in a higher educational institu
ution of Univversity Educattional
Complex.
g
of appliicants the averrage quantitatiive result in thhe item “Acqu
uisition of knowledge” decreeased
2) In the group
from 7.6 points
p
comparred with 6.1 points
p
in the group of gradduates. Studen
nts began to pay
p more attenntion
directly to practice of maastering a proffession than to pure theoreticcal knowledge..
3) In the group
g
of beginners the quaantitative indexx in the item “Getting a dip
ploma” decreaased from 9 ppoints
compared with 8.1 pointts in the group
p of graduates. But the resultt of this item surpasses
s
the results
r
of two oother
items.
Therefore,, despite all poositive tendenccies in the conntrol group off graduates (increase of poinnts in “Masteriing a
professionn”, decrease off indicators in “Getting a dipploma”), the doominating mottive of educatiional activity inn the
control grooup remained the motive “Getting
“
a diplloma”. That testifies to falssehood of chooice motive off this
concrete specialty and a higher educaation institutioon. The same result,
r
but witthout quantitattive indicatorss was
received by the previouss test techniquee.
In the expeerimental grouup there were also
a changes:
1) The inddicator of “Acqquisition of kn
nowledge” deccreased from 11.3 points in the
t group of beginners comppared
with 10.6 points in the group of grad
duates. Moreovver in the conttrol group it iss the evidencee of more attenntion
paid to dirrect mastering a profession th
han receiving ttheoretical knoowledge, abilitties, and skills..
2) As a reesult of develooping the profeessional motivvation in a higgher education institution whhich is carryinng on
traditions of educationall institutions of
o the Universiity Educationaal Complex thee average resuult for “Mastering a
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professionn” increased froom 8.1 to 9.4 points.
p
3) The result for “Gettinng a diploma” has also increaased. Insignifiicant increase – from 4.6 poiints in the grouup of
beginners to 5 points inn the group of graduates–alloows connectinng this fact witth the coming graduation froom a
higher eduucation instituttion and the ex
xcitement accom
mpanied the thhesis defense.
In the expeerimental grouup the result fo
or the first twoo items is prevaailing. That co
onfirms the vallidity of a speccialty
and a highher education innstitution choiice that was maade at the pre--university edu
ucational instituution of Univeersity
Educationaal Complex.
The techniique “An orienntation to engineering activiity” (Godlinikk, 2005) allowss to confirm thhe desire to haave a
job within a certain spheere of engineerring activity. T
This technique considers specific characterristics concerniing 4
main typess of engineerinng activity.
The receivved results of thhe conducted research
r
in thee control and experimental
e
grroups of beginnners training aat the
Penza Statte University oof Architecturee and Construction are shownn in the Table 4 and on the Figure 3.
R
of a testt technique “A
An orientation tto engineeringg activity” in th
he groups of beeginners trainiing at
Table 4. Results
the Penza State Universiity of Architectture and Consttruction
Kind of
o activity

Coontrol group

Experimenntal group

Researrch activity

2%

4%
%

Designn activity

11%

14%
%

Producction activity

23%

74%
%

Organnizing activity

64%

8%
%

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Rese
earch
activ
vity
Desiign
activ
vity
Prod
duction
activ
vity

Contrrol group E
Experim.
group

Orga
anizing
activ
vity

Figure 3. Results of a teest technique “An
“ orientationn to engineerinng activity” in the groups of beginners
b
trainning
at the Penza State Universiity of Architectture and Consttruction
In the expperimental grouup the prefereence was givenn to productioon activity. Th
here were suchh statements aas “to
operate carrs, mechanism
ms, devices (to operate, watchh, regulate)”, “to
“ provide efffective, accidennt-free operatioon of
difficult teechnical devicees”.
In the conntrol group the leader is the organizing typpe of engineering activity. The
T preference was given to such
statementss as: “to orgaanize, plan, co
oordinate the production acctivity of peop
ple”, “to deveelop and introoduce
modern forms and methoods of the orgaanization of woork in productiion”.
The similaar technique w
was offered to the control annd experimenttal groups of the
t graduates in the Penza State
Universityy of Architectuure and Constru
uction. The folllowing resultss were received
d:
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Table 5. Results
R
of a testt technique “A
An orientation to engineeringg activity” in th
he groups of the
t graduates in the
Penza Statte University oof Architecturee and Construction
Kind off activity

Coontrol group

Experimenntal group

Researcch activity

3%

6%
%

Design activity

18%

23%
%

Producttion activity

33%

65%
%

Organizzing activity

46%

6%
%

70
60

Researrch activity

50
40

Design
n activity

30
20

Produc
ction activity

10
Organiizing activity

0
Control
C
group

E
Experim.
group

Figure 4.
4 Results of a ttest technique “An orientatioon to engineeriing activity” in
n the groups off graduates in tthe
Penza Staate University oof Architecturee and Construcction
ut the leading types of enginneering activitty remained. In the experim
mental
Quantitativve indices havve changed. Bu
group the production
p
typpe of engineeriing activity preevails and in thhe control it is organizing.
3. Results
The resultss of questioninng showed thatt the motives oof entrance in the
t experimental group of sttudents are truee and
conscious.. In their futuure profession
nal activity thhey see not only
o
own benefit, but also are aimed at the
improvement of social, economic an
nd political staatus of the coountry. It prov
ves maturity of
o specialty chhoice
motives inn the experimenntal group of students.
s
Having annalyzed the cchanges in th
he leading m
motives of eduucational activ
vity mentioneed in control and
experimenntal groups of aapplicants and
d graduates of the Penza Statte University of
o Architecture and Construuction
it is possibble to draw thee following con
nclusions:
1) In the control group oone of the leading motives off educational activity
a
is the motive
m
of gettiing a diploma. This
motive keppt the dominaating positionss up to the graaduation from
m a higher edu
ucation instituttion. It proves also
falsehood of specialty cchoice and a higher
h
educatioon institution motives.
m
However final yeaar students menntion
such motivves of educatioonal activity th
hat are conneccted with theirr future profession. But theyy are less impoortant
than the motives
m
of receiiving marks an
nd the diplomaa.
2) In the experimental
e
ggroup both at the
t initial stagge of training, and at the graaduation from a higher education
institution the leading m
motives of edu
ucational activvity are professionally directted motives aiimed at succeess of
future proofessional actiivity. It provees the motivess validity of a concrete sp
pecialty and a higher education
institution choice due tto developing some professsional motivattion in educational institutiions of Univeersity
Educationaal Complex.
4. Conclussion
The results received durring skilled an
nd experimentaal work devoteed to the form
mation of profeessional motivation
for the studdents of educaational institutiions of University Educationnal Complex prrove that:
1) Universsity Educationaal Complex prromotes formattion of professsional demand for future speccialists;
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2) Pedagogical process of University educational complex induces students to manifest some activity in the
development of professional knowledge, abilities, and skills and to acquire specific significant qualities
characteristic for a future specialist;
3) In the course of study at the educational institutions of University educational complex important professional
orientation is formed;
4) University Educational Complex promotes formation of professional abilities;
5) University Educational Complex encourages students to think and act independently.
Therefore, training in the educational institutions of University Educational Complex promotes more effective
formation of professional motivation of students than training in traditional educational institutions.
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